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BRACKNELL FOREST BOROUGH COUNCIL 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 

17th June 2021 
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 

 
 

Correspondence received and matters arising following preparation of the agenda. 
 

 
Item No: 05 
20/01063/FUL 
Crown Land East Of Swinley Road Ascot Berkshire   
 

AMENDMENT TO REPORT 

 
Update to Planning Considerations section iii Transport Implications 
 
Following the preparation of the report the applicant has undertaken some further design 
work and associated analysis to seek to address the proposed third reason for refusal 
relating to a safe access to the site from Swinley Road. This additional submission and the 
response from the Highway Officer are summarised below: 
 
HGV Access and Passing Places 
 
Further work has been carried out in respect to mitigating impacts associated with HGV 
access. It is now proposed to route all HGV movements to ensure HGVs arrive at 
Buttersteep Rise from the south and depart Buttersteep Rise to the north (previously the 
intention was that all movements to and from the site would be from the north).  This would 
result in all HGV movements turning right into Buttersteep Rise (from the A332) and turning 
right out of Buttersteep Rise (to gain access to the A332 Swinley Road).  This is considered 
to make best use of the available road space.   
 
In addition, a scheme of passing places has been developed, with the westernmost passing 
place extended so that this incorporates some carriageway widening within Buttersteep Rise 
adjacent to the Swinley Road junction.  These works would be contained within the private 
Buttersteep Rise and are outside of the public highway margins to avoid reliance on a 
Section 278 Agreement.   
 
A swept path analysis has been carried out to demonstrate that the scheme of passing 
places can adequately accommodate HGVs passing within Buttersteep Rise.  This 
demonstrates that a HGV (articulated vehicle) can turn right into the Buttersteep Rise access 
and right out of Buttersteep Rise within the available highway margins.  It also demonstrates 
that an articulated vehicle can wait at the give way line (to depart Buttersteep Rise) whilst a 
7.5T van turns into Buttersteep Rise. 
 
The Highway Officer has commented that the information provided indicates that with some 
minor alterations to the road width at the entrance along with suitable passing places along 
Buttersteep Rise the impact from the HGV traffic passing through the junction could be 
suitably mitigated as there would be sufficient room for such vehicles to safely get off the 
highway when entering Buttersteep Rise whilst another vehicle is waiting or approaching the 
junction with Swinley Road. This assessment of the suitability of the access is subject to the 
specific HGV routing into and out of the site as set out above. Further information in respect 
of a 10m rigid HGV was requested.  This has now been provided and indicates that the 
changes proposed cater for such vehicles.   
 
The Highway Officer has also requested some further minor amendments to provide a better 
radius into the junction with Swinley Road.  These changes have now been made in 
accordance with the suggestions of the Highway Officer and are considered to be 
acceptable. 
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In relation to the materials to be used, the Crown Estate has suggested some form of 
temporary material for the passing bays which may be suitable subject to the detail.  
However, at the junction where turning vehicles are expected, something more formal and in 
keeping with the current surface would be required.  If required to be removed after the event 
and the road reinstated then this could be conditioned.   
  
The Highway Officer has commented that the passing bays appear to operate satisfactorily, 
and full details of their construction could be covered by condition. 
 
Traffic Management Plan 
 
In addition to the physical works to Buttersteep Rise discussed above, the applicant has also 
proposed the submission of a Traffic Management Plan that could be conditioned for 
approval.  This would include measures such as controlling access to the Buttersteep Forest 
Members Car Park during the course of filming activities (to minimise vehicular activity within 
Buttersteep Rise); prohibiting any large forestry vehicles to be permitted access via 
Buttersteep Rise during the course of filming activities (to minimise the net impact of HGV 
trips via Buttersteep Rise); temporary signage to be erected to warn of the presence of the 
site entrance and HGV's turning; movement of HGVs via Buttersteep Rise to be under the 
guidance of a qualified banksman; restricting the hours that HGVs could use Buttersteep 
Rise; a vehicle routing plan; and provision of signing and safe pedestrian routes, within the 
site. 
  
The agreement of a Traffic Management Plan incorporating measures on these lines would 
be essential if this development were to go ahead, and the details could be secured by 
condition.  
 
Access to Crown Estate Land, Members Car Park and Pedestrian Access 
 
The delivery of the physical works as well as a number of items suggested in the Traffic 
Management Plan are not within the control of the applicant and would require the 
agreement of the landowner, the Crown Estate.  To this end the applicant has also submitted 
a letter from the Crown Estate indicating its agreement that suitable controls be put in place 
to ensure members access to the car park will not be affected and that any forestry 
operations will not occur during the time the proposal would be in operation.  It also proposes 
pedestrian routing in the site and contact through the membership base to inform users 
which is also a positive step to take.  All such matters could be addressed by suitable 
conditions if permission were to be granted.  
 
Matters not covered 
  
It would appear that whilst the information submitted has sought to deal with the safety of the 
access arrangements issue raised as a reason for refusal, there does not appear to be any 
further information relation to securing the parking that will be required for the operation of 
the site especially during the filming.   
  
In summary it is now considered that, subject to conditions in respect of the above matters, 
reason for refusal number 3 could be addressed.  However, reason for refusal 4 still needs to 
be resolved. 
 
Update to Planning Considerations section v Biodiversity 
 
Further clarification has been provided by the Biodiversity Officer with respect to the 
additional information required to address her concerns.  This includes: 
 
- Updated habitat map of the site, parking areas and access route.  
- Detailed parking plan to avoid all rides containing heather margins 
- Agreement to the following conditions: 
 Lighting scheme - to avoid impacts on SPA birds and bats during operation 
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Construction environmental management plan - to fence all rides with heather, potential 
hibernacula, ditches and ponds, and to limit the use of lighting and noise. 
Restoration plan - to restore access routes, parking areas and the main site to heathland 
(including new pine plantation). 
 
The agent has responded by confirming that the applicant is happy to accept conditions 
relating to lighting, a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and a 
restoration plan.  They have requested that a condition also be used to secure further details 
by way of a construction management plan/parking layout as they are having difficulty getting 
actual parking layouts from the production company.  
 
It is not considered acceptable to leave the submission of a parking layout to condition as 
there is no guarantee that adequate parking (in terms of highways requirements) could be 
provided on the site without avoiding rides containing heather margins.  However, it is 
considered that it may be more logical to deal with this matter through the parking reason for 
refusal (4) as it relates to both highway and biodiversity issues which require addressing 
together.  It is therefore recommended that reason for refusal 5 is omitted and reason for 
refusal 4 is amended to refer to both on site and off site parking. 
 
AMENDMENT TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
(1) Reasons for refusal numbers 3 and 5 are omitted. 
 
(2) Reason for refusal number 4 be amended as follows: 
 
The applicant has not demonstrated that adequate on-site or off-site parking can be 
provided.  The absence of adequate parking is likely to lead to overspill parking, parking 
obstructing the highway or parking on rides containing heather margins to the detriment of 
road safety and/or biodiversity.  The proposed development is therefore contrary to Saved 
Policies EN20 and M9 of the Bracknell Forest Borough Local Plan and Core Strategy 
Policies CS1, CS7 and CS23 and paragraphs 170 and 175 of the NPPF. 
 
(3) Informative 02 be amended to refer to plans showing highway amendments: 
21006-06A 
21006-07A 
21006-08A  
21006-09 
 

 
Item No: 6 
20/00714/FUL 
Land To Rear Of Eggleton Cottage and Poplar Cottage Chavey Down Road Winkfield 
Row Bracknell Berkshire RG42 7PN 
 
ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATIONS  
 
2no. further letters of objection received (1 from a postal address that has previously 
objected and 1 new postal address) which raise the following:  
- Passing bays/widening works have been implemented along Mushroom Castle. People 
now use the passing bays for parking which can block residents getting in/out of their drives.  
- Where do visitors and work vehicles park? 
- Vehicles block the lane  
- Is an unadopted road so who does have rights over it? 
- Noise from construction and burning of materials.  
- Overlooking  
- Overdevelopment  
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Item No: 7 
21/00262/FUL 
Kenrick Chavey Down Road Winkfield Row Bracknell Berkshire RG42 7PB 
 
AMENDMENT TO REPORT 
 
Paragraph 6.2: 
There have been 13 objections received from 9 addresses.  
 
This includes a further letter of objection received from the occupier of "Papillons", the 
adjacent dwelling to the north. The contents are listed below: 
 
"The two main reasons for buying our bungalow, back in 1992, were because of the 
greenspace, oak trees and wildlife view at the bottom of the garden (now gone, thanks to the 
Connaught Gardens development), and the fact that all the rooms are light and airy, 
including the light/view from the south facing kitchen/breakfast room window/door, bathroom 
and WC windows. 
 
Consequently, we write to reiterate our comments in our letters of objection, with regard to 
the proposed extension at Kenrick, as follows: 
 
The plans do not adhere to Bracknell Forest Council's own "Design for Planning" guideline 
document, ref: Front Porches and Extensions: 
 
"Being small in footprint relative to the original building" 
"Being subordinate in scale so that they do not dominate the original building" 
 
The proposed extension will measure approx. 30ft x 20ft, at least half the size of the original 
building, not counting the existing extension to the rear, which is approx. a third the size of 
the original building.  The scale of the proposed extension would NOT be small in footprint 
and WOULD dominate the original building. 
 
"They should maintain the quality of the environment for neighbours, by ensuring reasonable 
levels of daylight and sunlight to the habitable rooms in adjoining properties" 
 
Right to Light 
 
"To have a Right to Light, you have to have enjoyed it in a continuous way for a set period of 
time.  The Prescription Act states that there is a Right to Light after 20 years, but if this period 
is interrupted, this right is not given." 
 
We have lived at Papillons, uninterrupted, for 29 years in July.  
 
The diagrams/computer generated images (28) uploaded onto the BFC website are 
inaccurate.  Nobody visited our property to actually take them from our kitchen window, or 
take into account and measure the difference in height between our two properties, as per 
Right to Light guidelines. 
 
Any occupant of the proposed extension would have uninterrupted light and views from all 
habitable room windows.  We, on the other hand, WOULD lose our uninterrupted light and 
views as a result, (please see the photos in our objection letters). 
 
We would have no objection to an extension in the right location.  The logical place would be 
from either the existing rear extension, joining across to and converting the double length 
garage at its side, or knocking the garage down and designing/building something new in its 
footprint to join onto the existing rear extension.  This would be totally in keeping with those 
other properties in our road which have been extended - either to the side and/or the rear 
only. 
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As it stands, the design of the proposed extension would not satisfactorily harmonise and be 
totally out of keeping with the existing bungalow itself and the other properties in our road.  
Also, it would unbalance those bungalows either side - ours, Papillons, and Fiddlers Green 
and Neuchatel, to the other side.  The proposed extension, by reason of its size, would, 
therefore, have an overbearing impact on our 'street' and, for us, cause a significant loss of 
natural light and sunlight to the south facing side of our bungalow.  
 
We strongly recommend refusal of this application for all the above reasons”. 
 
Paragraph 7.1: 
A discussion with the Highway Authority has shown that a formal consultation would not be 
required, as a site visit evidenced that spaces for three vehicles can be achieved on the site 
at present, in line with the requirement for a dwelling of four bedrooms and above.  
 
AMENDMENT TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
Condition 02 amended to refer to Drawings 2021-1399-PL SHEET 1 REV A, and 2021-1399-
PL SHEET 3 REV A  being stamped 03.06.2021, albeit they were received 02.06.2021. 
 

 
Item No: 8 
21/00077/FUL 
1 To 8 Robins Gate Bracknell Berkshire   
 
AMENDMENT TO REPORT 
 
Paragraph 9.13 is amended to include: 
 
Historic England's 'The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic Environment Good Practice 
Advice in Planning Note 3' (2nd edition; December 2017) (paragraph 9) states that setting is 
not itself a heritage asset, and that its importance lies in what it contributes to the 
significance of the heritage asset, or to the ability to appreciate that significance. 
 
Paragraph 9.38 is amended to read: 
 
The proposal would affect the setting of Locally Listed Chapel Buildings and it was concluded 
that this would result in 'less than substantial harm'. The harm would be of a low order. 
However, and in accordance with Paragraph 193 of the NPPF, any harm must be afforded 
'great weight' to the heritage asset's conservation in the decision-making process. Paragraph 
197 goes on to say that in weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-
designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale 
of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset. 
 
AMENDMENT TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
Condition 2 amended to read: 
 
02. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out only in accordance with the 
following approved plans and other submitted details: 
 
Location Plan (001/B) - Received 25.01.21 
Proposed Block Plan (102/E) - Received 28.04.21 
Proposed Lower Ground Floor (109/A) - Received 25.01.21 
Proposed Ground Floor (110/C) - Received 28.04.21 
Proposed First Floor (111/A) - Received 25.01.21 
Proposed Second Floor (112/E) - Received 27.05.21 
Proposed Roof (113/D) - Received 27.05.21 
Proposed Section A-A (140/D) - Received 27.05.21 
Proposed Section B-B (141/B) - Received 27.05.21 
Proposed South-West Elevation (170/E) - Received 11.06.21 
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Proposed North-West Elevation (171/F) - Received 11.06.21 
Proposed North-East Elevation (172/E) - Received 11.06.21 
Proposed South-East Elevation (173/F) - Received 11.06.21 
 
REASON: To ensure that the development is carried out only as approved by the Local 
Planning Authority. 
 

 
Item No: 9 
21/00145/3 
Street Record  Ullswater Bracknell Berkshire    
 
AMENDMENT TO REPORT: 
 
Paragraph 6.2 corrected to read as follows: 
 
Two letters neither supporting, nor objecting to the proposal have been received from two 
separate addresses. The concerns raised can be summarised as follows: 
 
Addition to Paragraph 6.2: 
 
Section iii): Removal or garage would allow for angled parking spaces (Officer comment - 
again the ownership of the garage is not known and it is outside of the proposed 
development which is assessed as submitted). 
 
Paragraph 6.3 corrected to read as follows:  
 
No other comments have been received. 
 

 
Item No: 10 
21/00224/FUL 
7 Flint Grove Bracknell Berkshire RG12 2JN   
 
AMENDMENT TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
Condition 04 amended to read: 
 
The building hereby permitted shall not be brought into Class F1 use until a scheme has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority for covered and 
secure cycle parking facilities.   The building shall not be occupied for Class F1 use until the 
approved scheme has been implemented.  The facilities, save as otherwise agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority, shall be retained.  
REASON: In the interests of accessibility of the development to cyclists. 
[Relevant Policies: BFBLP M9, Core Strategy DPD CS23] 
 
Condition 06 amended to read: 
 
The Class F1 use hereby permitted shall be operated in sessions as follows: 
(a) A maximum of 2 sessions per day 
(b) A maximum of 6 children per session 
(c) The start time of each session must be at least 45 minutes apart 
(d) Each session must last no longer than 45 minutes 
(e) The site must be clear of people from the previous session before people may begin 
classes for the following session with the exception of occupants of 7 Flint Grove. 
REASON: To reduce the likelihood of parking demand exceeding capacity resulting in on-
street car parking which would be a danger to other road users. 
[Relevant Policies: BFBLP M9, Core Strategy DPD CS23] 
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Item No: 11 
21/00276/OUT 
Land To The Rear Of Rendcombe 
 
Application withdrawn from committee agenda. 
 
 

 
Item No: 12 
21/00485/RTD 
Telecommunications Mast Ringmead Great Hollands 
 
Application withdrawn from Committee agenda. The application has been determined under 
delegated powers following discussions with the Chairman of Planning Committee and a 
local Ward Member. 
 


